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ABSTRACT

This paper summarizes the communication methods, equipment type, working principle, technical characteristics and interference factors of several mainstream low-voltage electricity information collection system solutions, which are based on the analysis of the existing technical characteristics of the electricity collection system. In this paper, a typical case of the residents' station in the county area is set up. From the perspective of installation environment, equipment cost and communication effect, the paper puts forward three typical technical solutions of the low-voltage centralized meter reading system due to the selection and configuration of the low-voltage electricity information set for different environmental characteristics. Through the application in the rural county grids, the validity and the promotion value of the selection and configuration are verified, which can provide reference for other technical solutions and applications for the construction of low-voltage centralized meter reading system.

INTRODUCTION

Load characteristics of county power grid: first, load dispersion, such as agricultural and pastoral areas living scattered; second, a large difference in load levels; third, seasonal significant. In rural areas, the annual maximum load utilization fraction is lower, much lower than 2500h, and the agricultural production electricity consumption is seasonal[1]. Currently, it is commonly used to communicate with the RS-485, PLC [2] (the power line carrier), and the micropower wireless[3][4] to solve the problems. Low voltage PLC technology is the mainstream in current meter reading system, but it has the following disadvantages. All associated factors shall be considered to optimize the meter reading solution, such as the conditions of the buildings, the types of electric meters, the numbers of electric meters, the installation environment of electricity meters, the power lines environment, the wireless environment, etc. YANG Zhuan proposal the management software of rural grids second voltage meter reading
system[5], and PLC and the micropower wireless communication are introduced in[6][7].

Based on the above points, this paper will analyze, collate and summarize three typical electricity information collection solutions, which are the type II concentrator[8] solution, combination with the practical situation of domestic smart meters and the mature domestic communication solutions, the type I all-wireless solution, and the type I full-carrier solution. This paper will also put forward a proposal of site investigation and solution selection and the configuration principle, the validity and possible promotional value of which will be verified by the application in the rural county power grids.

RESEARCH AND SOLUTION
Introduction of Technical Solutions of Low-Voltage Centralized Meter Reading System

This paper will analyze, collate and summarize 3 solutions of three typical power information acquisition from the actual situation of smart meters and the more mature communication solutions in China. As shown in Figure 1, it can be collated into three typical power information acquisition solutions.

![Figure 1. Three typical power information acquisition solutions.](image)

**SOLUTION 1: TYPE II CONCENTRATOR SOLUTION**

The local communication network equipments of this solution are type II concentrators[8] and RS-485 meters. See Figure 1 (a).

Work principle: The master station interacts with type II concentrators through GPRS. Receiving the host command, type II concentrators read the data from the meter, and then collate the data and return to the master station through RS-485 bus.
Advantages: Only two types of device terminals, electric meters and type II concentrators, are considered in this solution, which means fewer types of equipments and convenient field maintenance. In addition, the upstream communication way is by GPRS[9] while the downstream communication is by RS-485 wired differential communication. GPRS communication is not involved in networking, so that the troubleshooting method is relatively simple. RS-485 bus has no other signal interference, so the communication is stable and reliable, and can support 10Mb / s high-speed transmission[9].

SOLUTION 2: TYPE I CONCENTRATOR WIRELESS SOLUTION

The local communication equipments of this solution are type I concentrators[8], type II wireless collectors[10], wireless meters, and RS-485 meters.

Work principle: As shown in Figure 1 (b), the master station interacts with type I concentrator through GPRS. After receiving the host command, type I concentrator communicates with electric meters or type II collectors through micropower wireless communication. And type II collectors communicate with meters through RS-485. Concentrators access to meter-related data, collate and then return the master station.

Advantage: This solution is preferred for the short building wall and spacious location (e.g., rural grids, site areas). Wireless type II collectors and RS-485 meters can be used in meters centralized place, while wireless meters are directly used in meters scattered place. Because the wireless network is a self-built networks, the network coverage can be improved by adding the external antenna and the relay in the communication blind spot.

Disadvantage: Sub 1G is a free frequency band and the civilian equipments (such as wireless intercom, wireless TV, etc.) may also use this frequency band, so the network can be easily disturbed. Micropower wireless communication is easily affected by the environment, such as the basement, the iron meter bin, the reinforced concrete wall, etc., which can lead to a dramatic drop in the communication distance.

Solution 2 is suggested when the meters are relatively centralized and the height of the building is less than 15 meters.

Solution 2 is common in low-rise community and rural areas. Meters of one building are installed in a meter bin. The number of meters in the bin is 2 to 10, and there is no other meter bin adjacent to it. Besides, the meters are mostly non-carrier meters. According to the typical solution application and the practical situation, solution 2 with type II collector and RS-485 meters is preferred.

SOLUTION 3: TYPE I CONCENTRATOR POWER LINE CARRIER SOLUTION

The local communication network equipments of this solution include type I concentrators, PLC meters, PLC type II collectors, and RS-485 meters.
Working principle: As shown in Figure 1 (c), the master station interacts with type I concentrator through GPRS. After receiving the host command, the type I concentrator communicates with meters or type II collectors through the power line carrier. And the type II collectors communicate with meters through RS-485 bus. The concentrator reads the data in the meters, rearranges them and then returns all data to the master station.

Advantages: This solution communicates through the existed power line, so there is no need to rewire. It takes the form of wire transmission without occupying the wireless spectrum resources that can reduce the wireless radiation. It is a self-built communication network, which can improve the network coverage by adding the relay in the communication blind spot. In addition, the meters can be identified by the area identification instrument, so that the power company can sort out the consumers.

Disadvantages: With the improvement of living standards, there are more and more household appliances, including some power supply noisy equipment, therefore, a larger load and noise is introduced to PLC environment, affecting the effects of PLC communication.

Solution 3 is suggested when the meters are relatively scattered and the building is more than 15 meters in height.

Solution 3 is common in urban low-rise community, with large meter distance, high stories and small building spans. Electric energy meters, which are smart PLC meters, are basically installed nearby the power users, or in the distribution wells or meter bins. According to the typical solution application and the practical situation, solution 2 with all PLC meters is preferred.

SUBSTATION APPLICATIONS

To combine the advantages and disadvantages, the selection requirements, the proposal selection and configuration principle of the above three solutions, these solutions have achieved good results and promotional value by substation applications.

Area environmental data

In these pilot areas, the all carrier solution is adopted in 10 areas, the semi-carrier solution adopted in 13 areas and the hybrid carrier solution adopted in 1 area. The pilot project has covered a total of 5,006 measurement points. In this case, the all carrier solution (SGCC type I concentrators plus electric energy meters) adopted in 8 areas covers 2,649 measuring points; the semi-carrier solution (SGCC type I concentrators plus SGCC type I collectors plus electric energy meters) adopted in 13 areas covers 2,086 measuring points; the hybrid carrier solution (the semi-carrier solution and the all carrier solution) adopted in 1 area covers 271 measuring points.
The Comparison of the Installation Frequency and the Application Data

According to the on-site installation data feedback of three solutions, the installation frequency of three solutions is compared, as shown in TABLE I below:

It can be seen from TABLE I that replacing a BCC (broadband carrier communication) module takes about 8 minutes on average in the semi-carrier solution substation area, most time spent on clearing the area line and looking for collector equipments. For a large radius, wide coverage, and equipment replacement difficult area, it can take up to 15 minutes on average to replace a BCC module with self-owned chips. Although replacing modules take a longer average time in the semi-carrier solution, equipments are generally not too many, the overall workload is not too heavy, and the total time-consuming is only 0.5 hour at a minimum and less than 13 hours at a maximum.

It can be seen from TABLE II and TABLE III, replacing a BCC module in the all carrier solution substation area and in the hybrid carrier solution substation area takes about 2 minutes on average. Since most carrier meters are centralized and installed in the meter bin, the communication module can be replaced easily and quickly when changing the communication module. However, in some area carrier meters are scattered and every meter is installed in a single box, thus, most of the installation effort is spent on looking for electric energy meters, disassembling and assembling single meter box, which results in 4 minutes on average to replace a BCC module with self-owned chips in those areas. Although replacing communication modules takes a shorter time on average, considering the large amount of equipments used in the all carrier solution substation, the overall workload of replacing communication modules is still very heavy, the overall time-consuming is less than 3 hours at a minimum and more than 24 hours at a maximum.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solution</th>
<th>Area NO.</th>
<th>Measuring points</th>
<th>Installation time (min)</th>
<th>Average time (min)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All carrier</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2,649</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>1.875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semi-carrier</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>2,086</td>
<td>44.5</td>
<td>7.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All carrier + semi-carrier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>271</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE II. PERFORMANCE TEST RESULTS OF THE BCC MODULE IN THE HYBRID CARRIER SOLUTION SUBSTATION AREA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measuring points</th>
<th>Networking and routing (min)</th>
<th>Channel average delay (ms)</th>
<th>Real-time meter reading (min)</th>
<th>Average time (s/meter)</th>
<th>Upgrade (min)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>270</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>No support</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
According to these above data, it can be seen that under different application environments, the three solutions can make different impact on parameters such as project construction timing, network optimization duration, channel average delay, real-time meter reading time and version upgrade time. Therefore, the site environment and construction requirements should be fully considered.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, it analyzes the low-voltage centralized meter reading solution for the county power supply enterprises from the aspects of site building constructions, meter types, meter quantity, meter installation environment, power line environment and wireless environment, etc., and puts forward solution selection criteria and principles under three different environments, which have achieved good results in the practical application.
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